AUVS Germicidal UV-Box Specifications
The UV decontamination box (KR615-L) is designed to decontaminate hand held non-critical
devices such as phones, tablets, toys, games, etc. Decontamination protects staff, patients,
children, and visitors from pathogen cross-contamination.
Product functionality: the AUVS KR615 Unit works with a standard 110-volt electrical outlet.
The power switch illuminates the green light. The front door knob opens and locks the
germicidal chamber door. The device to be decontaminated in the UV chamber and placed on
the supporting quartz rods. The door is closed the knob is turned to lock the door. The red
button starts the decontamination cycle for preset 55 second. When the red light goes off the
green light illuminates showing the decontamination cycle is complete.
Product Description: The KR615-L can accommodate a full-Size iPad or up to 5 smart phones
depending on make and model.
KR615-L, the outside of the UV-Box is 10” high x 10" deep x 20 "wide, weighs 10 lbs, and
consists of an inner decontamination chamber. The inner decontamination chamber has
available space of is 3.5 inches high, 8 inches deep and 15.5 inches wide.
Two 17W UV lamps, 425mA current, 42V lamp voltage, with an output of 6W at 253.7 nm,
with average rated life of 16,000 hours. At the end of the bulb life is 85% of the output at
253.7nm, the optimum germicidal effect. The UV lamps are wired in series, if a single lamp
burn out the other UV lamp does not work. A blue bubble glows to indicate that the UV lamps
are operating. A safety switch turns off the lamps if the door opens before the cycle is
complete.
Options:
• UV Box wall mount or medical equipment mount.
• Cycle counter shows number of times the unit has been used.
Maintenance Requirements: If the UV-Box chamber is dirty, the reflectors in the box can be
cleaned using a mixtureof alcohol and water (1:1). Residues of alcohol-based cleaning
products are easily eliminated with a water-soaked cotton the cloth. The outside of the UVBox is aluminum, construction is similar to any medical cart any cleaner used to clean carts will
work in cleaning the outside of the UV-Box.

Testing and Product Listing: THE UV-Box has been independently lab tested for MRSA, C-Diff
spores and Norovirus, testing protocol were developed by FDA consulting labs. Results and
protocol are available upon request. The UV-Box has also been tested by the ECRI Institute. All
electrical and radiation outputs have been tested by UL.
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